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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction. The social worker who functions 1n 
the field of ch1l.d welfare service finds that having concern 
for the "tGtaJ. child" is not a t.heoretical concept but a 
day to day responsibility which demands knowledge of a kind 
and variety which cuts across all professional lines. In 
a public child welfare agency whose purpose is defined by 
law to provide. foster home care, one of the major areas of 
responsibility concerns the educational and vocational 
planning of every school age child. How well this is 
carried out depends upon the social worker•s understanding 
of what is invol v~d,, and the school's capacity to provide 
·counseling and guidance services does not relieve the social 
worker of the responsibility for educational planning. The 
social worker's competence to make decisions or recommenda-
tions in the field of edl;lcation has often been questioned 
by those who are concerned with agency staff development, 
as well as by social workers themselves. If social workers 
actually do become frequently involved in educational 
planning, some type of training program should be instituted 
within the agency 1n order that foster children be more 
intelligently served. Although this subject had been under 
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much discussion, there were no facts available upon which 
to make a valid decision. No formal, 1nvestigat ion had ever 
been attempted by the agency to determine what social workers 
were actually doing ill the area of educational counseling 
and guidance. The agency completely .lacked the kind of 
information which would enable administrative staff to 
evaluate how well the agency 1 s responsibility for educa-
tional planning was being carried out. 
Statement of ~ Problem. It was the purpose of 
this study {1) to explore the extent of social worker involve-
ment in problems of educational guidance and counseling; 
( 2) to show through the use of selected ease studies the 
nature of t.he guidance service provided by the social worker 
and school guidance personnel; (J) to determine if the social 
workers offer guidance services frequentlyenol;lgh to justify 
an agency in-service training program in educational counseling 
and guidance; (4) to determine as far as possible the best 
method in which the agency's responsibility for educational. 
planning should be carried 0ut. 
Justification 2£ ~ Study. In a large state wide 
public foster care agency, responsibility is set by law and 
by policy to cover every .aspect of the child's life expe-
rience. The social worker, acting for the agency 1n direct 
supervision of chlldren, has an obligation to know what is 
involved 1n caring for the child's physical needs, his 
emotional health, and for his educatiGnal and vocational 
training. 
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Through :formal study and intensive experience the 
worker builds u.p a body of' knowledge concerning medical 
inf'ormation and the dynamics of' human behavior. The social 
worker, then, is able to :feel quite competent 1n planning 
and in decision making when the problems of' a :foster child 
are related to the fields of psychiatry or medicine. The 
absence of any specific training in the field of education 
creates· a handicap :for the social worker wbo specializes 
in the area of child welfare. .A child's school attendance 
occupies such a large proportion of his life that knowledge 
of modern educational. methods , services and goals shoul.d be 
one area 1n which the social worker has a particular compe-
tence. Not only is an understanding of the individual, but 
of the total ~nvlronment in which he :functions needed. 
Tllls problem was pointed out in a series of conferences 
held b}'" .. se:ve·ral concerned groups regarding the problems of 
children 1n foster homes in Queen •s County, New York. "One 
of' these problems was to facilitate an optimal school. expe-
rience :for each child. Both the representatives of the 
foster care agencies and the school personnel were grappling 
with a felt problem." 
Many agency staff meetings and informal discussions 
• 
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had brought out the fact that some social workers :t'elt that 
educational planning ought to be delegated to the school 
personnel as their particular responsibility. Other social 
workers felt very strongly that to do this is not in the 
foster child's best interest, but was merely an attempt to 
escape a given responsibility,. They further were convinced 
that their responsibility for educational plann~ carried 
with it the assumption that they be adequately prepared in 
the field of educational problems to give them a degree of 
personal seeurity and competence when conferring with school 
personnel. Quite naturally there was a certain hesitancy to 
take part 1n discussions of educational problems when the 
social worker had little knowledge of the subject under 
discussion. It was known that in some cases social workers 
had provided ed~cational guidance almost exclusive 9f the 
help of' school personnel. In other instances the schools 
could be depended upon ~o give a more than adequate service 
to foster children 1n planning their educational ~d voca-
tional futures. Several social workers. had reported that 
both they and the sehoel personnel bad werked together most 
cooperativel:-y with specific educational problems and that the 
foster children had benefitted to a high degree. 
It was generally concluded that an investigation 
would help determine the present role of the social worker 
in the area of educational planning, answer to some extent 
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the qu~stion of how well responsibility for· educational 
planning was being carried out, and point up ways by which 
the agency's service to f~ster children could be improved. 
The variety of opinions held by agency social workers • the 
differences in school guidance and counseling programs know.n 
to the staff, and a generaliz~d lack of knowledge of public 
school aerviees in special areas all Gombined to raise. the 
question of the need and value of implementing s·ozne t;Ype of 
in-service tra1n1E.g. This stady has attempted to f.ina answers 
of a factual nature, as well as to serve as a guide in a 
possible instructional program for social workers in guidance 
and counseling. 
Limitations 91, the Study. In this investigation 
the study has been made in the case material of one district 
office of a public, s~ate wide foster care agency. Under 
the care of this office are approximately 800 children 
living 1n about 400 foster bemes, and serviced by twenty-two 
social workers. 
This study included only those foster children 
attending public school at the secondary level, whose case 
histories could demonstrate a problem 1n educational and/or 
vocational planning. The eases concerned children attending 
publ~c school during the 1958-1959 school year. 
The study attempted only to investigate the fre<{l1eney, 
i'rom a random sample, with which social workers handle 
problems in educational counseling and guidance alone, how 
oi'ten the social workers cooperated with school personnel 
1n such problems, and 1n how many instances the social worker 
did not become actively involved 1n educational problems. 
Dei'initions oi' ~ Terms ~ 
Social Agencz. In this study to be considered as a 
large state wide public agency whose i'unetion is dei'ined by 
law to provide for all children who are in need oi' i'oster 
home care. 
Foster Child. To be considered as any child who is 
i'orced i'or a variety of reasons to live apart from his parents 
or relatives and is placed by the agency tn an unrelated 
i'amily group. 
Foster~· In this study a foster home is an agency 
selected private home responsible for the 24 hour care oi' a 
child who is supervised by a social worker. 
Social Worker. To be considered as a sta~f member of 
the state wide public ·agency who specializes in child welfare 
services and who is responsible under agency policy i'or the 
complete supervision of the child 1n the i'oster home. 
Educational Guidance and Cou:nselj,ng. T.o be considered 
as the sum total of all those pupil personnel services oi'i'ered 
as part of a public school program atl the secondary level, 
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and includes educational and vocational planning and counseling 
as well as counseling with pe~sonal and emotional problems. 
The terms guidance or guidance service are to be considered 
as havi:ng similar meaning. 
Methodologz. In this study a total of 800 case 
records were checked 1n order to determine the number of 
foster children attending public school at the secondary 
level, or grades seven through twelve. A total of 352 cases 
from the 800 were found to be in this category. These 352 
cases were arranged alphabetically. Every third case was 
taken, giving a total of 117 cases. Seventeen cases were 
discarded, providing a random sample of 100 cases selected 
for intensive study. The 100 cases were divided into three 
categories: 
A. Cases 1n which school personnel provided all 
necessary guidance and counseling services. 
B. Cases in which social workers provided all needed 
guidance services. 
C. Cases 1n which both social worker and school guidance 
personnel worked together to provide all needed 
guidance services. 
These cases were analyzed by community, grade level, 
and personnel giving service, and a table was presented to 
demonstrate a clearer comparison of the three categories 
numerically. A summary was made of the findings of the 
-8 
analysis • and conclusions were drawn as to the frequency 
with which social workers offer guidance services, and the 
value of an in-service training program 1n educational 
counseling and guidance. -
Three case studies were selected for the purpose of 
showing briefly the guidance service offered, which was 
typical of each of the three categories. 
It was assumed that problems 1n the area of educational 
counseling and guidance would be found in the agency records 
of foster children. This was a valid assumptio.n, due to 
agency policy which requires that the social worker visit 
the school at lea·st twice during the school year in order 
to check on each child's educational development, both 
. . 1 
academically and socially .• 
The social worker who- discusses the progress of 
foster children with school personnel is able· to recognize 
problems which require guidance and counseling assistance. 
If for some reason the social worker iS not aware of such 
,problems, school staff are usually certain to bring any 
problems up for discussion. This material 1s a required 
part of the agency record for each school age child. It 
could quite safely be assumed that a sufficient number of 
problems in the guidance and counseling area would be 
found to allow the author to draw valid conclusions. 
1 Policy Manual Mass. State Department Public We~re, 
Division of Child Guardianship, p. 46. 
• 
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Sources gf Data. Every case record with which this 
study is concerned was on file ~ the district office which 
holds responsibility for supervision of the foster children 
during the time limits of the investigation. 
The.social workers supervisj_ng the foster children 
included in the 100 cases intensively studied were individually 
questioned, and supplied numerous facts and details not 
carried in the written case record. 
The head social workers were consulted when case 
material needed clarification. Altogether, twenty-five 
staff members made a contribution to the study. 
In the 100 cases intensively studied it was found 
that the children were distributed throughout 6 city or town 
school systems which have long been heavily populated foster 
home areas. The author visited each school and discussed 
the guidance and counseling services offered with the princi-
pal., guidance director or guidance counselor. 
Certain periodicals. have been c.onsulted which con-
tained pertinent information. 
Review of the Literature. The author consulted all ~....;;..;=;--..---· . 
available resources in both the fields of Social Work and 
Education, without finding any similar or related study 
having been reported. This study involves two separate 
:professional fields, and 1n the field of Social Work there 
is far less research reported tban in the field of Education • 
J.O 
Brief Background __ of the. Agency. The district office 
1n which the study was made is the second largest of five 
such offices placed throughout the state of Massachusetts 
and the agency as a whole has a history going back to the 
Colonial period. The children who come under its care are 
placed with the agency for the specific purpose of having 
foster home care provided for them. Approximately 60% of 
the children in care are adju.dicat~d by the courts as 
neglected children whose parents or relatives are unable to 
provide proper care for them. These children are committed 
to the agency, which holds their legal custody .until they 
are 21 or until such time as other plans are made for them. 
This gives the agency the responsibility to serve as parents 
with full parental rights. 
The remaining 4o% of the children come under care at 
the request of parent or relative who is temporarily unable 
to provide properly for the child. These children are 
accepted for foster home care by the agency when such a 
service is clearly in the child's best interests. The agency, 
through its staff, offers complete supervision of the child 
through the use of case work techniques. The scope of this 
supervision is tremendous, since the agency assumes responsi-
bility for every area of a child's life experience. This 
agency has full professional recognition for its forward 
looking philosophy and progressive policies. This district 
office covers.85 cities and towns in north Middlesex and north 
Essex counties. 
CBAPI'ER II 
ANALYSIS OF 100 CASES PRESENTING PROBLE!IfS IN GUIDANCE 
The random sample of 100 cases was selected on the 
bas is that in every case a :problem could clearly be demon-
strated 1n educational counseling and guidance, or in voca-
tional :planning. It was necessary to evaluate each case 
record with both the social worker and the worker's 
supervisor in order to make certain that the :problem was one 
which relat.ed to educational counseling and guidance or to 
vocational planning. The cases were divided into three 
categories to determine whether the :problem had been 
handled :primarily by the social worker, a member of the 
school staff, or through the combined efforts of both. For 
the purpose of this study, the major :point was to determine 
specifically who was able to offe~ the necessary_guidance 
and counseling when a foster child required assistance, and 
to what degree the social worker was ~volved in the problem •. 
In order to make the analysis more easily understood I . 
the cases were furthei- analyzed on the· basis of :personnel 
giving guidance service, the communities involved and the 
grade levels into which the cases fell. These items were 
discussed briefly ana the results summarized with a table 
added. 
11 
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Analzsis _ .2£. Cases According .1£. _Personnel __ Giving 
Servi~. These 100 cases were found to break down into the 
three categories chosen 1n almost equal proportions-. Abo-u'b 
one third of these cases showed that the educational guidance 
problem had been almost entirely handled by a social worker, 
representing 35 cases. About one third of the cases did not 
reveal any significant activity by the social worker 1n prob-
lems of educational counseling and guidance, representing 32 
cases. The remaining third of the cases recorded that 
school personnel and social worker had combined to work 
together on problems of guidance representing 33 cases. 
Each case was evaluated with the social worker involved and 
with the social worker's supervisor, before a decision was 
made as to which professional person gave the necessary 
assistance. 
D1stributioa of Cases According 1£ Community. It was 
found that of the 100 selected cases six communities were 
involved as follows. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF CASES ACCORDING TO GRADE LEVEL 
No. of Cases 
Community 1Ii Community 
A 33 
B 20 
c 11 
D 1.4 
E 9 
F 1.3 
Total Cases l.OQ 
No. of Cases 
1n grades 7-9 
1.2 
8 
7 
5 
0 
2 
34 
No. of Cases 
1n grades 10-12 
21 
12 
4 
9 
9 
11 
66 
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Significance of_.Analysis According to Community. 
Certain communities in the area covered by this district have 
long been known for the number of foster homes in use by 
the agency. These cities and towns have been economically 
average or below average, and have not been among the first 
to increase taxes by adding special :personnel to their 
:public schools. It was not surprising to find little or 
no guidance and counseling service offered by these schools~ 
altho~gh 1Ii. each case some specific teacher had. theoretically 
been given guidance duties. It was in such situations that 
the social worker became quite involved 1n problems of educa-
tional counseling and guidance, or 1n vocational planning. 
Communities A,B,D,F were just such economically depressed 
locatioDB. Communities B and E were average or above 
average from an economic standpoint, and were able to offer 
adequate educational guidance and counseling services; 
Social Workers were either cooperatively involved in the 
educational problems or not at all involved. 
Significance of Analysis According to Grade Level. 
It can readily be expected that most problems of educational 
counseling and guidance would occur in grades seven through 
nine 1n the 100 cases analyzed. This may be accounted for 
by the fact that 1n the majority of the communities covered 
by the 100 cases, such specialized guidance -personnel as 
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are available are to be found at the high school level, or 
in grades ten through twelve. This does not necE;)ssarily 
mean that these services are always adequate, but they do 
exist. 
In the cases studied little or no guidance and coun-
sel~ was available at the junior high sc~ol level or in 
grades seven through nine. As a result of this situation 
it is particularly during these school years that social 
workers become involved in problems of educational planning. 
Brief Description of Community A ~ Guidance 
Services Offered. Economically below average, the population 
is largely upper-lower class or lower-middle class. A minor-
ity of the population are of above average in income and 
social status. Only a small percentage of the students at 
the secondary level plan any further education beyond high 
school graduationo Approximately 8.1% of the students at 
this level left school during 1958-1959. 
The student population in grades seven through twelve 
is roughly 1800 students, and school authorities must contend 
with many discipline probl.ems. 
There is a Guidance Director on a full time basis in 
the high school who has had a minimum of training in the 
field of guidance and counseling. Very little is considered 
to be a guidance service other than specifically educational 
and vocational planning. There is no effort to become 
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involved in counseling with emotional problems, because the 
Director feels that. this community .would resent interference 
by school personnel in family situations. There is also a 
Dean of Boys and a Dean of Girls in this high school, but 
their function is str1ctly limited to matters o:f student 
discipline. 
At the Junior ~igh School level there are no guidance 
personnel, altbough it is recognized_ that this would be an 
asset,. The Psychological testing done i,_s spotty because of 
the added expense. 
In this community the social worker was deeply involved 
in 16 o:f the cases studied, 12 of which were· in the Junior 
High School; worked with the Guidance Counselor on these 12 
cases, and 5 were handled by the high school alone. The 
social worker was active not only in areas of emotional 
problems, but in making decisions regarding leaving school, 
attending classes for special services such as for remedial 
reading, and making arrangements for testing which seemed 
indicated in many cases, and which were not offered by the 
school. It could be truthfully stated that the schools 
cooperated to the best of their abilities, but the services 
offered could not meet the needs o:f the foster children 
involved. It may also be added that the social worker 
proceeded by trial and error and did not feel competent to 
play the role o:f a guidance person. What the social worker 
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did accomplish was the end re~ult of many conferences with 
- . 
other social workers and with educational personnel in other 
communities on an informal basis..· The foster children 
involved benefitted to a degree from the social worker's 
activities, but could have been helped further if the schools 
had been able to ofi'er more adequate guidance services, and 
the social worker had had more training in guidance. 
Brief Description of .. Communit_z ~ and Guidanc~ Services 
Offered. Community E has a majority of the population 1n 
the low income group$ but financial status is improving as 
a result of growth 1n new housing and new industry.. Fewer 
than ten percent of the high school graduates go to college 
and the remainder go to work following graduation• Approxi-
mately 4.9% of the students left prior to graduation during 
the 1958-1959 school year. 
The student population is roughly 800 students 1n 
grades seven through twelve, and there are relatively few 
discipline problems. The high school does not have a 
Guidance Director, but two teachers have been given the title 
of guidance counselor, one to handle the boys and one to 
work with the girls. In neither case has the individual 
had formal professional training 1n gdidance and counseling. 
Both related to the author that they had accepted the added 
duties because of a small increase 1n salary involved. In 
this high school the concept of guidance is restricted 
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entirely to educational and vocational planning. The 
philosophy 1n this school does not regard counseling with 
emotional problems as the business of the public school, but 
refers such matters to other agencies or to the student 1 s 
family. At the J\mior High School level there are no guidance 
services offered. 
In this community the social worker who supervises 
children in the schoo'ls has frequently become involved with 
the guidance personnel in problems of educational counseling 
and guidance in six of the ·twenty cases studied. In ten 
cases the social worker worked with a problem without help 
from the school. Eight of these cases were at the Junior 
High level.. In four cases guidance persons worked alone 
without consulting the social worker. Instances where the 
worker had assisted children with making vocat1o~ choices, 
changes of curriculum, making arrangements for testing to 
be done, and helping to select specific schools and apply 
for scholarship aid are found in the ten cases handled by 
the worker alone. Most of these problems could more properly 
have been accomplished by school guidance personnel and need 
not have involved the social worker who is even less well 
trained in such act1vities. However, the social worker was 
able to function 1n the guidance role with considerable 
assurance because of a personal interest in this area of 
child supervision. Unfortunately, many children were not 
given adequate assistance, primarily because the social 
worker was unable to devote ·the t 1me necessary due to 
pressure of an over-large case load. 
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Brief Description 2f Communitz Q and Guidance 
~vices Offered. Community C presents a decided contrast 
to most of the others. The majority of the population fall 
into an average or above average income group. .Fully eight.y 
percent of the high school students plan to go on to college 
or to two year technical schools. Very few studente leave 
high school prior te graduation, and there are only m~or 
discipline problems. The percentage of drop-outs in the 
high school during the school year 1958-1959 was about 1.8,%. 
There were no drop-outs 1n the Junior High Schools. 
The student population is of about 2, 000 stude~ts 1n 
grades seven through twelve. The High School has a Guidance 
Director and two assistants with the title of guidance 
counselor, who combine the teaching of one academic subject 
with counsel~g on a part time basis. The Director is 
well-trained with a Master of Education degree 1n Guidance, 
and the two guidance counselors are working for their 
gradua-t?e degrees 1n Guidallce and Counseling. All three 
individuals are interested in carrying out an adequate 
guidance program with as great an emphasis upon counseling 
with emotional problems as with problems of educational 
and vocational choice. At the Junior High School level there 
is a guidance counselor in each of two Junior High .Schools. 
The number of students supervised by the one 
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counselor is far too large, but special problems do receive 
assistance. There is an adequate testing program at all 
grade levels. 
In this community the social worker does not become 
deeply involved with problems of educational guidance and 
counseling. Of' the eleven cases studied, the social worker 
and guidance personnel cooperated in problems concerning 
foster children in 4 cases, the guidance person handled 6 
cases alone, and the social worker handl.ed 1 case unaided 
by guidance personnel. The children benefitted from this 
close working relationship between the two professions .. 
Decisions concerning curriculum choice and future educational. 
plans were decisions arrived at through the conf'erenee met .hod. 
Such emotional problems as were present were discussed when 
necessary with school personnel and thoroughly understood 
and accepted by all concerned. The foster 1children made 
an excellent school adjustment in this community and the 
social worker was freed to give her time and attention to 
the children who needed case wGrk service not concerned with 
the field of education. 
Brief Descri}2tion.of Communitz Q and Guidance Services 
~~· Community D was above average in economic income 
and has always been proud of its good schools. About 70% 
of its high school students plan college or post high school 
training. Most stud.ents remain in high school to graduate 
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and only 2.1% of the students dropped out during the school 
year 1958-1959· T~ere are relatively few discipline problema 
1n the schools at the secondary level. The student popula-
tion represents about 900 students in grades seven through 
twelve. 
The high school has a Guidance Director on a full 
time bas 1s, and one guidance counselor who carries a t each1ng 
load. The Director of' Guidance has had graduate training in 
guidance and counseling and has interested seve.ral oth~r 
teachers 1n obtaining further t_raining .in guidance and 
counseling.. All are co.ncern.ed with both problems in the area 
of' emotion'. and problema in the more familiar areas of educa-
tional planning and vocational choice. An effort has been 
made to institute some basic guidance information through the 
medium of faculty meetings, but it is reported to be a slow 
process.. Recognition is given to the importance of emotional 
problems and some work in this tYPe of counseling has been 
started by the Director of Guidance. As is often the case 
there are too few personnel for guidance duties and many 
probl~ms are not handled by any school personnel. As 
frequently happens, the social worker became 1nvol ved 1n 
eleven of the 14 cases relating to this community. The 
remaining J cases were well taken care of by the school 
Guidance Director. ·In 6 cases the social worker and guidance 
counselor cooperated to find a solution to problems concerning 
foster children. There was no part ioular trend .. in the 
kindS of problems handled, and these problems ranged from 
qu.est1on~ of cur:ri,eulum ,~o Sl?e~i.f.ic. spe~ial el~ss h,el:p 
wit:.bl ;reading d~ffieul.t+e~ aru1 su"Qjtle:t .. m~tter d.~fiei~;nc,1~s. 
Tb,e;r.e was always excellent. coo~-~ratl,on ~etwee;q, ag.enc;y: ~~ 
s.ehe.Ci>l. T~ere was no guidance lle_rJi!on a va.ilable .1Jp. tb.~ o.ne 
Jun10.r- H1gl1 scho0l and the 5 ~a.s~.s han~+ed by the. \"f:<?rker 
al.o!:!e were at ~hat .level. 
. . . 
Brief Descr~ption. of. Communitx ~ and Guidance 
.. 
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Services. Offer~. Community E. did not enjoy a high economie 
status 6 nor was it.s population remarkable in any way. Only 
about 50% of the high school graduates :planned further 
education, but the school system offered a wide 'variety of 
courses 1n the curriculum and only about l. 6% of the students 
dropped (:?ut before comJPletin.g their laigla. school w~~.lt. Th~ 
high school had a studeat po])ul,ation of about 10®~ ~a. twa 
JUE.1er H~gh Scheels served abeut 1§00 students. .. 
There was a full staff of trained gu1da:ru;e per.~e~el 
at th.e high schoo~ level, consiSting c;>f a ni~ector ~f -Gll11d-
anee and a gu1d~ce counselor fer each gr~de. ~est pressirlg 
p~o~J..ems were w~ll taken care of, and th,ere was ,eounsel~g 
w:l.th JDe;r.sonal and emotional .problems available. .Ex~ell~nt 
WOJi:'lr· was do:ne in the area of educational planning and voea-
tiE>nal guidance with t:twl','oug}:). follew-up wrogram~. There. 
w~s .an excellent testing program. 
In only one of 9 ea~:;~ e~ stud.ied ;did the s0cial worker· .. 
.. '~. . -
£)rov1de most of the guidance ser-viqe needed, andtbi,s was 
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due to the fact that this particular foster child was quite 
disturbed emotionally and trained c~se work techniques were 
required to work through the problem. The counseling personnel 
1n the school were unable to become as deeply involved 1n 
an emotional problem as this case needed .• · In 3 cases the 
social worker was not involved at all, and in 5 other cases 
both social worker and a guidance counselor worked together 
to make decisions effect~g foster children. There were no 
guidance services available at the Junior High School level. 
Children in this community were more than adequately 
cared for with respect to guidance and counseling in 
comparison to the other communities described in this study. 
Brief DescriPtion of Community ~ and Guidance Servi~ 
Offered. The study of thi.s community and the guidance services 
offered by the schools Et the secondary level presented 
certain problems in relation to the schools. The community 
itself was economically average or below average, on the 
whole, and the schools were constantly challenged as to the 
necessity of adding staff which was actually badly needed. 
The school population 1n grades seven through twelve was 
approximately 1200 students. The. percentage of drop-outs 
at the secondary level was .about 8.9% during the school year 
1958~1959· This community did not have a junior high school 
system and no guidance serv.1ces were available in grades seven 
or e1ght. At the high school level there was a Director of 
2.3 
Guidance, and a guidance committee consisting of one teacher 
from each of the grades nine through twelve. This committee 
did not appear to function very actively, and the Guidance 
Director was over-loaded with clerical duties. Relationships 
between agency personnel and school personnel were not 
satisfactory. There was feeling tn th~ schools that educating 
•state Wards• was a nuisance and that most problems of disci-
pline could be traced to the fo.ster children 1n care of the 
state agency. No amount of interpretation had even been able 
to improve relationships and quite often the agency did not 
know school problems existed until they became difficult to 
solve. In other instances the social worker was concerned 
with problems which school personnel had ignored. This 
occurred in 2 cases of the 1.3 studied ~oth at the Junior High 
level. In 9 cases school guidance people preferred not 
to become in.volved with emotional problems and merely con-
sidered tbe students as disciplinary problems. It often 
happens that problems are recognized far too late for either 
a high school guidance person or a social worker to be able 
to offer any constructive help, and this is apparently what 
occurred in the 9 cases handled exclusively by the guidance 
director, In two cases the guidance director and the social 
worker cooperated in having specific kinds of testing done. 
• 
'\_j 
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When workers from the agency need help in understanding 
the children attending high school .in this .community they 
are more likely to receive helpful cooperation from the 
school nurses who seem to be well informed in the area of 
emotional difficulties and family relationships. Both 
nurses are taking courses in counseling and guidance at the 
graduate level. 
Summar..z. of. £_h~ Analysi~ 2f 1Q.Q Cases Present 1ng 
Problems.~ .. Guidance. Upon intensive ~tudy of the 100 
selected cases, the analysis brought out the information 
that the cases fell into almost equal proportions in the 
three categories chosen to distinguish which professional 
personnel provided needed services in educational guidance 
and counseling. Social workers were almost exclusively 
active 1n 35 of the 100 cases. Guidance personnel handled 
problems 1n this area without so.cial worker participation 
·in 32 cases. Social workers and guidance personnel cooperated 
1n educational problems in 33 cases. 
The 100 cases chosen at random were found to be 
attending school at the secondary level in six communities, 
largely due to the fact that they happened to be communities 
which contain many foster homes boarding a large number of 
agency foster children. These six particular communities 
lacked the financial means, or preferred not to add special-
ized personnel to their schools, which resulted in inadequate 
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guidance services in two communities and little or no 
guidance services offered at the junior high school level 
in any of the six communities. 
The brief description of each community and the 
guidance services offered pointed out 1n actual numbers of 
cases the amount of social worker and guidance personnel 
involvement in problems of educational counseling and 
guidance with foster children., and the number of cases in 
which both social worker and guidance :personnel cooperated 
in educational problem solving. 
TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF A RANDOM SAMPLE OF 100 CASES TO ILLUSTRATE 
NUMBERS OF CASES IN 6 DIFFERENT COMMUNITIES .AND 
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL WHO PROVIDED GUIDANCE SERVICE 
Guidance Guidance 
Services Services Guidance 
Provided Provided Services 
Number of by Social by Guidance Provided 
Community Cases Worker Personnel by Both 
A 33 16 5 12 
B 20 10 4 6 
c 11 1 6 4 
D 14 5 3 6 
E 9 1 5 3 
F lJ 2 9 2 
Total Cases 100 35 32 JJ 
CHAPTER III 
THREE CASE STUDIES OF FOSTER CHILDREN WHO RECEIVED 
EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING 
This chapter presents three case studies to show 
how educational counseling and guidance was provided, 
first by the social worker alone, then by guidance personnel 
without conferring with the social worker, and finally a 
case of a cooperative effort between: social worker and guid-
ance personnel. Each case was selected from one of the 
six communities described in the analysis of 100 cases. 
The case studies are brief in form since their main purpose 
is to._ illustrate each of the three categories chosen for 
study. 
Case ! = Educational Guidance and Counselipg Provided 
~ the Social Worker. This case was selected from community 
A as described in the analysis of 100 cases, and concerns 
Jolm, age 17 years, 10 months, who is about to graduate from 
high school with an extremely poor academic record. He has 
never been a discipline problem. Jobn has been 1n foster 
care since the age of twelve years. His parents have long 
been separated but write to John and visit him separately 
several times each year. John's mother is frequently con-
tacting the boy's social worker and never allows anyone to 
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forget that she is his mother, even though she refuses to 
maintain a home for him. His problem was one of vocational 
choiee taking into consideration his poor academic back-
ground. 
Family Background. John's rather is said to be 1n 
Florida where he is employed 1n construction work. He was 
graduated from grammar school and was never a ver~ stable 
employee. The family faced one financial crisis after 
another. John's mother was graduated from college with a 
major in music. She teaches piano at the local Y.w.c.A. 
and also teaches at home. John bas three brothers, all of' 
whom are married and are living 1n their own homes. None 
is willing or able to invite John to live 1n his home. All 
of the brothers were graduated from high school and had no 
further formal education. 
Foster Home Background. John bad been in the same 
foster home for over five years. Foster parents and John 
have adjusted well together. Foster father works as a 
carpenter and is not a hl_gh school graduate.. Foster mother 
received eight years of schooling and worked as a children 1 s 
nurse before her marriage. Both have influenced John to 
finish high school and have a great deal of affection for 
the boy. 
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Physi,cal Appearance .. o:f. Foster. Child. John is nearly 
six feet tall and weighs. 16.5 pounds. He dresses well and is 
neat and clean.. He is quite self-assured, free and easy 1n 
his manner and likes to play the clown. He has no unusual 
characteristics. 
Health Status. John has never had any serious ill-
ness. He has been operated upon for appendicitis and has 
had his tonsils and adenoids removed. In his early years 
he repopts that he had. hay fever to a slight degree and 
during adolescence has bad frequent night mares. 
Education. This boy has always attended public schools. 
He is not a behavior problem, but is inclined to be lazy 
and unable to push himself academically. The high school c 
guidance counselor felt that he was not a very bright boy 
and would expect him to find a job which required work with 
his hands. He has been socially promoted throughout h.is 
high school years. The social workers always urged J9hn 
to try to improve in his school work, but until recently 
were willing to accept the· school report that the bey was 
probably of dull-normal intelligence and working at his 
capacity .. 
~ Historx:. John has always been willing to work 
after school and during the summer vacations. He has worked 
at a gas station, on a farm and at a local superlllarket .. 
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Each tLme he has changed jobsit has been for an increase in 
pay. He works well with people and the quality of his 
work is good. 
Personalitz and General Behavior. John was undoubtedly 
spoiled during his early years when he was very much the 
baby in the family. His next oldest brother was killed in 
World War II, and this made John even more important to his 
mother. The boy will not concentrate or push himself unless 
he is interested in what he is asked to do. He has some 
difficulty in solving his own problems and prefers to have 
some one else make decisions for him. He seems to be quite 
dependent. He is inclined to talk too much which is 
probably a defense. Jolm. is interested in mechanics and 
feels that he should have some training beyond high school. 
Co~erence. Between Social liQrker an£ Guidance 
Counselor. The social worker who .supervises John talked 
with him about his future vocational plans, since he was 
about to graduate from high school. John reported that 
he had been called "dumb 11 at school and thought, therefore, 
that this must be true. He had no idea what he might do 
because he had not the slightest idea of what his ability 
might be. He was interested in auto repairing and in 
working with machinery. 
The social worker took up this problem with the school 
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guidance counselor who was interested in Jolm. This 
particular high school bad a student population of about 900. 
There were two part-time guidance counselors without special-
ized training, but not a Guidance Director. The main emphasis 
was 1n the area of educational and vocational planning. The 
worker read John's complete ~cademic record which had few 
passing grades listed. According to the California Test of 
Mental Maturity given by the school 1n the freshman year the 
boy probably had ~ I.Q. of 80~ The social worker did not 
feel that John was as dull as this, but accepted the school 
report in view of the fact that there was no evidence to 
refute it. 
Social Worker's Activi~ ,m the Guid~ Role. The 
social worker arranged to have John tested privately at the 
expense of the agency. He scored 100 in the AGCT Form AH, 
and scored in the 45th %ile of high school norms in the 
Ohio State Psychological Examination. The problem which was 
brought out was John's great reading disability. In the 
Ohio State he squirmed continually a.ndusually merely guessed 
at answers. This test requires a great deal of lan~age 
skill which John did not have. He was unable to comprehend 
most of the printed words. His reading comprehension was 
.. 
1n the 20th %tie of high school norms. John was also given 
the Bennett Mechanical Comprehension Test and scored in the 
90th %ile of 12th grade norms. 
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It was obvious to the social worker that John 1 s 
severe reading difficulty could account to a great degree 
for his poor school record. Since he had no visual handicap 
it was thought that there must have been some emotional 
difficulty in the background. Why this read~ handicap 
had not been discovered during twelve years of public school · 
attendance was not Jmown. With John's consent it was arranged 
for him to attend a reading clinic which had a psychiatrist 
on the staff.. Certain s igni:ficant material has been brought 
to light through John's interviews with the psychiatrist and 
he is making some progress in improving his reading skill .. 
In this case the social worker through her visits 
with John bad reason to believe that the boy had more 
ability than he was capable o:f showing in the school situa-
tion. Psychological testing pointed out his reading disabllity 
· and his skill in mechanical areas .. Something concrete was 
done with the reading problem and .John went to work 1n an auto 
body shop where he could use· his mechanical ability. The 
school guidance personnel in this case had. not been able to 
assist John when he needed help in his choice of vocation. 
~ ~ = Educational Counseling and Guidance Provided 
EZ School Guidance Personnel. This case was chosen :from 
Community E described in the analysis of 100 cases. The 
case concerns Rita, age 16 years, 3 months, a junio~ in 
high school l'tho has an excellent academic record. She has 
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been very active in high school student activities and never 
a discipline prob~em. She has been 1n care of the agency 
for fifteen years, following her removal from parents who 
had neglected her. Her first six years were spent 1n the 
home of an aunt, but this relative died and no other rela-
tives were in a position to care for Rita. Under agency 
· care Rita was first placed in one foster home where she made 
a fairly good adjustment and remained for five years.. As 
she progressed 1n school her above average intelligence was 
a source of resentment on the part of the foster mother whose 
own children were not so successful. Fortunately at this 
point Rita was able to be placed in a second foster home 
with one of her sisters, and there she remained. Rita's 
vocational choice was teaching, and the social worker who 
supervised the girl had the responsibility to decide if she 
should be encouraged to go ahead with this plan or think 
1n terms of going to work after high school graduation. 
Family Background. Rita's parents had never known 
a happy or peaceful married life, although Rit.a was the 
oldest of eight children. The father had a grammar school 
education, spent three years in the c .. c.c. ·camps during the 
depression years, and finally learned the steam-fitters 
trade. He was always able to earn a good salary, but was 
seldom sober enough to work. Rita•s mother was an only 
child brought up 1n a very strict home. She was graduated 
a f0rGed ·e:ne which the husbana has .n~ver allowed .. lle~ ·to. 
f0rget. ':Phe father "beeame an al:ceholie aE.d theE.. the. mother 
first beeame an alcoholic and then addicted te et:ae~ arugs. 
0f the eight Children all are in fester heroes an.d.·.have no 
interest in. their real parents,· whom they feel h.;:ive done 
nothing for them. 
Fos'ter' H®.me Baekgrormd,. Rita 1 s · pFesen.t f0st.er family 
consists of fester parents who are beth aigh seheel graduates 
ana: twe of Rita 1 s youhger ststers· beth ef aveTag,e mtelli-
gence, bl!l.t :ao·t as eapable as Rita •. The home seems to be a 
happy one 1n which the three girls are treated as own children .. 
. '• . . . 
Foster parents urge Rita to go ahead with further educational 
~ plans, a~d pay her a good salary during· the summer y~eEJ}t.io.ns 
to work in their popular ice cream stand. 
Physical Appearance 0f Fest.er Ohila. .Rita is .0.f 
a ve.rage height and weight,:. quite an att.r.acti ve girl wi'th 
a friendly personality. She has a good. deal €l'f\ ·s:el:f -as_s'l;trance 
and peise, dresses neatly. and in geoa· taste. She· ·has. no 
:anu.sual characteristics. 
Health Status.. Rita had the usual childhood diseases 
and an early malnutrition which was the result of parental 
neglect. At the present time Rita is in excellent health, 
takes part in all out-door sports and is a particularly 
'! . ' 
good swimmer. 
··~ 
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Education. This girl has always attended public 
schools and always earned high grades. As a sophomore ·she 
was awarded a medal for excellence in English and won a 
prize for a paper in Biology. As a junior she has not 
finished the year, but is considered to be in line for 
future service club scholarships in her community. 
Work History. Rita is a very willing worker. She 
works Saturdays in a local store and during school vacations 
she works several days each week. During the summer she 
works at foster parents• ice cream stand. She appears to 
be a good worker in whatever she does. 
Personality and General. Behavior. Rita is a popular 
youngster with her high school class mates, and liked and 
respected by the school faculty. She has always been able 
to adjust to situations, and acts quite independently. She 
prefers to make her own decisions 1 which are usually good. 
Social workers have felt that Rita is inclined to be compul-
sive and does not .have much humor in her personality. She 
is well aware of her family backgrmmd and seems driven to 
become part of a better social status than her parents enjoy. 
She feels sorry for her mother and blames her father for all 
of the family difficulties. She has no great feeling for 
her sisters and brothers, but has the attitude that nothing 
emotional is going to block her plans for an independent 
career, free of family ties • 
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Conference Between Social Worker and guidance Counselor. 
The high school Rita attends has a student population of 
1600. There is an excellent guidance program headed by a 
Guidance Director. There is a guidance counselor for each 
of the three high scbool classes. There is a Dean of• Girls 
who not only handles discipline problems but is frequently 
called upon by the girls for personal counseling. There is 
an adequate testing program at all grade levels. The guid-
ance department is very active, although the emphasis appears 
to be in educational an.d vocational guidance and not too inUCh 
is attempted in the area of emotional problems. 
The social worker and guidance counselor interested 
in Rita discussed the girls past accomplishments and her future 
plans. Testing had shown that Rita had the ability to do 
college work, and in the college course most grades were A's 
and B's. The guidance counselor was helping Rita select a 
particular college to apply to, and was very active in lo~king 
into scholarship aid. In this case, the school guidance 
service was more than adequate and there was no necessity 
for the social worker to become involved except to approve 
of Rita's plans as having been thoughtfully considered and 
well within her ability to carry out. 
Case Q - Guidance Service Provided £I Social Worker 
·~ School Guidance Personne~ Cooperativell• This case was 
one taken from the cases in Community D as described 1n the 
•• 
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analysis of 100 cases. This is the case of Bill, age 18 
years, 2 months, and a senior in high school. His academic 
record is above average. Bill bas been in foster home care 
since infancY. He had only two placements, the first lasted 
for 3 years, and the present placement is his only home as 
far as he knows. Bill was the illegitimate child of a 
married mother, and his father has never been known to the 
agency. The social worker became active in the school si~ua­
tlon when a call came from the high school guidance depart-
ment requesting a conference regarding Bill's future plans. 
Family ~ck_ground. Nothing is known of Bill •s 
father eJt;cept that his mother described him as 11smart • 11 
Bill's mother was a high school graduate who had two years 
of Junior College. Bis mother never wanted him and once she 
gave him up to the agency never came into his life again. 
The agency dropped all contact at that time with the mother. 
Foster~ Bac~round. Bill's first foster home was 
an excellent placement until the foster mother had to give 
up caring for him because·of her own serious illness. His 
present foster parents are both high school graduates who 
hope that their children, including Bill, will be able to 
go beyond high school. The foster father owns his own 
contracting business and this family does not depend upon 
boarding children for financial assistance. They have 
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given Bill many advantages w~ch the agency could not provide 
for ~m. He is very well adjusted and happy, in this home. 
Physical ApPearance of Foster Child. Bill is over 
six feet tall and weighs 185 pounds. He is very active in 
high school athletics and presents a picture of the local 
football hero, which he really is. He is an attractive boy 
with an easy going manner, very poised and independent. Bill 
dresses neatly in the latest high school style, but more 
conservative than most of his classmates. 
Health Status. Bill bas never been seriously ill, 
had any operations or presents any health problems. 
Education. This young man bas always attended public 
school. His grades have always been above average in spite 
of participation in many school activities. At the present 
time he is editor of the school year book and was captain 
of the football team. He now plays with the baseball team. 
Work Historl• Bill has always worked at whatever he 
could find to do. Recently he has been employed as a life 
guard during the summer and during the winter does some 
sports reporting for the local paper. He is a capable worker 
and takes pride in what he does. 
Personaliti and General Behavior. Bill is very 
popular with his classmates. He has never been a discipline 
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problem, but occasionally gets into difficulty through his 
rather sharp sense of humor. He is inclined. to be lazy 
unless engaged 1n something he is very much interested Ln. 
He is able to make his own decisions and likes to be 
independent. Bill is quite mature in comparison with his 
classmates. He is not sure of what he wants to do but has 
the attitude that things will work out all right in the end. 
Conferences Between Social Worker and. Guidance ~~~~~~ -~~~ ~~-= ~~~ --- --------
Director. Bill attends a high school with a student popula-
tion of about 1200. There are two guidance counselors, one 
for the boys and one for the girls. One counselor acts as 
Director, although the.duties of the two are nearly the same. 
There is an attempt made to cover every aspect of educational 
guidance and counseling, even in the cases of emotional prob-
lems. The two guidance counselors are very competent in 
educational and vocational guidance and are assisted by an 
adequate testing program at all grade levels. 
The boys counselor was concerned about Bill's future 
vocational choice. Bill had. been tested and found to have 
good college potential, this, with his athletic ability would 
ensure him a college education if he were interested. The 
fact that he had no desire to attend. college was difficult 
for the counselor to accept, and it was hoped that the social 
worker could influence Bill to take advantage of his oppor-
tunities. The social worker had previously talked with Bill 
•• 
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on numerous occasion~ and knew that he really had no motivation 
for a college education. The counselor had expected Bill to 
go to college and therefore had never discussed any other. 
plan with the boy. Be was taking a college course because 
it seemed to be the thing to do in his high school, and was 
not himself concerned enough about the f~~Ure to ask for 
assistance from the guidance counselor. The social worker 
discussed the printing trades with Bill because of his 
interest in things concerning the newspaper business.. This 
was discussed with the guidance counselor who provided Bill 
with information in factual form. The social worker 
took BUl on a tour of several printing plants where he talked 
with men active in this field. He became quite interested 
when he saw an opportunity for him to work for a newspaper 
and also do some part time sports reporting. When the 
guidance counselor found that Bill had discovered an area 
of real interest, all thought of college was put aside. This 
is a case in which both the guidance counselor and the social 
worker combined their efforts once it was agreed that Bill's 
newly discovered interest was a real one for him. 
Summarx.. These three cases have brought out. more 
clearly the particular activities of the social worker, the 
guidance person or both in actual problems foster children 
had, which occurred in the field of educational counseling 
and guidance. They would seem to indicate the need for social 
workers to have some special training in this area i:f 
they are to serve :foster children more intelligently. 
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, CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Snmmary. In summarizing, Chapter I was given over 
to a general outline of the thesis presented. It 1nclud~d 
an Introduction, a Statement of the Problem, a Justification 
for the Study, the Limitations of the study, a Definition 
of the Terms Used, ~he Sources of Data, a Review of the 
Literature, and concluded with a brief description of 
t~e social agency from whose case records the study was 
made for the most part. 
In Chapter II, an analysis of a random sample of 
100 cases was taken from a total of 352 cases of foster 
children in grades seven through twelve, whose records showed 
a problem in educational counseling ana guidance. Each 
ease was evaluated with the social worker supervising the 
child. The 100 eases were placed in three categories 
according to whether the problem bad been handled by the 
social worker, the guidance personnel or through the coopera-
tion of both social worker and guidance personnel. This was 
important as a major objective of the study. It was deter-
mined that these cases fell into the three selected categories 
in almost equal proportions. Of the 100 cases, social 
workers were involved alone in 35 cases. Guidance personnel 
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gave ~}le :p.ee~e~ h~lp in 32 of' t~e cas~$. B~th CO®!)eratea 
to g.l.ve gaicla,nee service in JJ cas~~. 
lilpon f'urther analysis,· the eases we.re separate<li, 
ae.c;€>rdmg to grade levels and the communities where the 
foster c};,tUdren atte:mded seJwel.~ The 10® eases were. f<1n:m.c;i. 
t;o eonee;rn. siX s.eparate ~d widely scattered. ce.mm.l)Uliti.es. 
F®ur of tlp.ese communities bad a populatien of a,verage or 
belew average income, ~d taxes apparently could net be 
~aised to a level w;la+~h wo\lJ.d provide the ~eh.eels with a 
large enough li>udg~t to add to their staff s:g>ee,iali~E;d gald.ance 
personnel. who were well~trailaed •. In two cemml!Ulit;t.es. the 
s~noo1s had suffie+ent funds with wl:lieP., to a,<id _full time 
g~idance perso~el. In o~y one community was guidance 
available at the junior high school leyel. The .q~~ity 
0f _the gui€lance services offered depe.l'lded. a gl;'eat riieal 
y:pon the .:n'\lffi.beF of guidap_ce p~rsennel av~ilali>le .. mld: their 
(!!Ualif.ieations for guida.llf}e duties. In the aps.enee of ~~.ined 
[5\lid,ar,tce personnel soe;t.~ workers became quite, a.cti.ve i:n 
:pro~J..ems ef eotm,seling _and gl;l.id~ee whieb. affected foster 
children. 
The 1®0 c.ases .analyzed ey grade :Levels ·of, c; ... 9 
ana 10-.12 Ul.dicate.d tb.at many problems of a- ~idance and 
oou,nseling nature e4ist 1n the. jl!mie.r high sch.o.el:s w·hare 
tl!l,~ least g\7-i,dance ·· s ervi~e is avail..al'i>le.. Many f~a't er 
eh~).dr~:n. have s,erio-q.s problems 0·f school adjus,tment during 
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the junior high school years, and social workers are active 
in educational problems without being able to rely upon 
trained guidance personnel in the schools for help with 
these problems o 
Each of the six communities was described briefly, 
including the scope of guidance services offered to foster 
children at the secondary level; with special note of the 
frequency with which social workers became involved in 
problems of educational counseling and guidance. A summary 
of the analysis closed the chapter. A tabl.e followed the 
written data to illustrate the numbers of cases in each of 
the six communities, and the professional pers~nnel who 
provided needed guidance services. 
Chapter III presented three brief .case studies. The· 
first was to show how educational counseling and guidance 
was provided by the social worker, the second case study 
illustrated a problem handled by school guidance personnel 
alone, and the third case was one of cooperation between 
social worker and guidance personnel. Each case was selected 
from one of the six communities included in the analysis of 
100 cases. It was not necessary to present the complete 
case record, because the purpose of presentation was to 
illustrate each of the three main categories described above 
and elsewhere in the study. The three cases bring out 
quite clearly how the social worker is involved in problems 
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of educational counseling and guidance, and seems to indicate 
that some tra~ing in this particular field of education 
would be desirable. 
Conclusions. The random sample of 100 cases inten-
sively studied demonstrated 1n actual nUmbers of cases~ the 
frequency with which social workers become involved in prob-
lems of educational counseling and guidance at the secondary 
level. This has brought out one of the major aims of the 
study. 
If social workers were active in approximately one 
third of the 100 cases, and cooperated with guidance personnel 
in another approximate third of the cases, the social worker's 
responsibility for educational planning represents a very 
important part of the total supervision of the child 1n 
foster care. Three case studies demonstrated the nature of 
guidance services provided by social worker and school 
personnel. 
There are variations in the kind and quality of 
guidance services offered by the public schools, as seen in 
the analysis of the 100 cases. Many schools cannot financially 
afford to add well-trained guidance personnel to their 
faculties. School administrators are aware of the need, but 
community demand for guidance and counseling services often 
grows slowly. In schools which do have trained guidance 
personnel, such staff have far too many students to handle, 
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and good guidance and counseling servic.es are spread far too 
thin. Problems of educational counseling and guidance are 
particularly involving the social workers who supervise 
foster children in the junior high schools, because there 
are so few trained guidance personnel at this level. .The 
social worker is under a considerable handicap to deal with 
educational problems without benefit of educational training, 
and often feels incompetent. 
This study has shown very definitely that social 
workers in the public child welfare field should have some 
training in the field of education, if their responsibility 
for the foster child's educational planning is to be carried 
out intelligently and with benefit to the child. 
Administrative staff would then be able to feel more 
assurance that the social worker's responsibility for educa-
tional planning was being carried out as intended. 
The agency as a whole would receive more positive 
recognition from the schools if the social work staff could 
meet with educational personnel on a more equal level. 
The ·study has shown that an in-service training 
program in educational counseling and guidance would be 
highly desirable for most social workers. This was the second 
major aim of the study. Particularly needed is basic informa-
tion 1n the areas of psychological testing, occupational 
information, and the special services offered by the public 
schools, since the social worker lmows little about these areas. 
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There is often a lack of understanding on the part 
of the so<?ial worker regarding the philosophy of modern. 
education 8 since most workers tend to think about the schools 
in the light of their own early experience. Social workers 
do not always feel comfortable with people in the field of 
education, basically because social workers do not have 
the training to understand all of what is heard. A report 
of test results means very little to a social worker, in 
the same manner that a diagnostic evaluation of the 
dynamics of a behavior problem would speak another language 
to the teacher. 
The in-service training program for social workers 
should be under the general guidance of individuals from 
the field of education, who would be most competent to present 
such material. An exchange of ideas and attitudes between 
social workers and school personnel would make for much 
better relationships and increased understanding of· goals 
and problems of botp professions. 
A great difficulty in inter-professional relation-
ships stems from an inability on the part of individuals to 
communicate with one another. This frequently occurs in 
the social worker's contacts with school personnel. Neither 
professional person is quite sure of the other 1 s goals or 
aims~ 
An agency in-service training program 1n educational 
guidance and counseling, with trained professional people 
brought 1n from the field of education to teach or lead 
group discussions, would be of immeasurable value to the 
agency, its staff and to foster children in care.· 
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